International Balloon Fiesta - The largest balloon festival in Asia with over 100 balloons and 800,000
spectators. Held for one week at the end of October into the beginning of November each year.

Karatsu Kunchi - Autumn festival held November 2nd-4th in Karatsu each year. Featuring massive floats in
the shape of samurai helmets, sea breem, and other mystical creatures it regularly draws crowds of 500,000.

Kashima Gatalympics - Olympic style games held yearly in the mudflats of Kashima at the end of May.
Competing in unique individual and team events, participants from far and wide come to frolic in the mud.

Nanayama Waterfall Climb - Held on the last Sunday in July, this outdoor event involves 1100 participants
from 22 countries scaling waterfalls, enjoying cliff jumps, natural waterslides, and Tarzan swings as they make
their way up a scenic river.

Yoshinogari Historical Park - The largest moat-encircled settlement ruins remaining in Japan from the
Yayoi period (300BC –AD 300). A site of massive importance for understanding Japanese pre-history, visitors
can see artifacts and learn about daily life while exploring this reconstructed settlement.

Yutoku Inari Shrine - One of the “Three Great Inari Shrines” in Japan, this shrine draws over 2.8 million
visitors each year. “Inari” is worshipped as the guardian god of rich harvests, good business, family prosperity,
traffic safety, and good fishing hauls. The main building and gate features vermillion lacquered architecture.

Takeo Onsen - The symbol of these springs is the vermillion Romon Gate built to resemble an imaginary sea
palace. Constructed in 1914, it is based on the design by Tatsuno Kingo, a resident of Saga Prefecture who
also designed Tokyo Station. A very popular hot spring.

Takeo Space Science Center - Divided into five zones, the "Discover Space Zone" encouraging interest in
space, the "Discover Earth Zone" inspiring interest in the wonders of science, the "Discover Saga Zone"
introducing the natural ecosystems of Saga, and the "Science Toy Box" and “Kids’ Square,” offering hands on
science experiments. Visitors can also experience the stars in its 200 person planetarium.

Saga Beef - Recognized as one of the best brands of beef in Japan along with Kobe Beef and Matsuzaka Beef.
Saga Nishiki - Also known as “Saga Brocade,” it is an exquisite textile used in handbags, tapestries, and
sashes. It is a form of brocading that uses dyed silk thread, and silver, gold or lacquer covered paper.
Incredibly time consuming; only a few inches are produced each day.

Saga Nori – Also known as “laver,” Saga Nori cultivated in the Ariake Sea is recognized as the highest quality
Nori produced in Japan. The unique qualities of the Ariake Sea give it an unmatched richness and flavor.

Arita Porcelain – Also known as “Arita-yaki” it has been made in Saga for the last 400 years and is
celebrated internationally as one of the world’s top ceramic brands. The Arita Porcelain festival held during
golden week each year April 29-May 5th draws visitors from all over Japan.

